Run 1828 14 September 2015
Hare : JR

EILDON PLACE ARMBREAKER TRAIL - VARIATION 7A
WOW, a veritable plethora of subjects to discuss in this edition of "McTaf's Hash - Believe it or
not". Hash is nothing if not resilient, hash has run through minefields, deserts, jungles, cyclones,
Collingwood premierships, so a trivial thing like a parliamentary leadership spill was not going to
stop JR from setting a completely forgettable run around Duffy which, it was widely agreed, was a
variation on run #7A.
The run was reported on by SUNSHINE who was not impressed by JRs lack of bush, not enough
down hill, to much up hill but reasonably happy that she and EASY were able to walk past some of
the older runners towards the end.
CRUNCHY CRACK enjoyed the walk, she caught up with the gossip with BABBLING, the main
topic being She-wees???
Both the run and the walk scored 2/10
The Hare song was well on the way to a new verse record. But a nano second of hesitation was all
that was required for EASY to put the hobbles on it for another week. There was a lot of tension
in the air as new verses were expected to be unleashed.
The returnees were welcomed. Good to see CL, BUNS and SUNSHINE again.
Now, the great thing about hash is that there is no statute of limitations on grievences. If
someone cheesed you off 22 years ago, then the circle is the appropriate place to publically air
your dirty laundry.
And so it was that EASY took JR to task about a run he set up in the hills seventeen years ago on
which she tripped on an exposed tree root and broke her arm and which still hurts to this day.
HIDDEN FLAGON charged the stand in RA for posting nude pictures of his knees on the
interweb and DATE DIVER was asked to take a Hammer and Tongs facial for causing the Images
to be posted in the first place.
SCARLETT was spotted trying to realign lamp posts. It was pointed out that MTPY was being lazy
and not running checks.
WEATHERGUMP was charged for being the spitting image of FRISKIES. GERBILS was heard
being scatological again.
CL was charged again as he had a whole 32millilitres of beer in his chamberpot to get through and
only the whole evening to do it. DATE DIVER and COUNTERFEIT were charged with making JR
fall asleep at the drink stop waiting for them.
WEATHERMAN was charged on behalf of WEATHERDOG for making EASY fall over and
rebreak her arm.
There were a number of articles left at the Golden Drum last week including: A Hamersley stubby

cooler; a mobile phone; a set of steak knives; Horses virginity; a renewal form for Tony Abbotts
Prime Ministership; and RAMBO'S voice box.
Just Mark was named CRASH AND BURN, welcome to the wonderful world of hash.
POOSHOOTER gave himself the FRB after admitting that he had in fact left it at a Gay bar.
SQUATTER celebrated his 350 seen to leaves; HORSE, GERBILS and MITEY all had Birthdays.

Note 1: Irritable bowel syndrome is an acceptable excuse to vent your spleen
Note 2: The Safe working pressure of an unvented spleen is 240 PSI
Note 3: Whilst all reasonable precautions are taken to ensure that this edition of "McTafs Hash Believe it or not" is accurate, not one word should be believed until it has been Google checked by
Peta Credlin

